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handmade curiosities for one and all 
Riley Fouts, Smolan Kansas

madame@scodioli.com       @madame.scodioli         @scodioli

to order, please submit completed form to madame@scodioli.com
Prices Valid from Jan 28, 2020

aged bourbon bath soap
Kentucky Single Barrel
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each

wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.

elyria bath soap
Earl Grey & Lavender
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each

fortunato bath soap
Pine, Smoke & Whiskey
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each

geek scrub bath soap
Exfoliating Coffee
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each

gypsy caravan bath soap
Pomegranate Valencia
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each

head over heels bath soap
Espresso Truffle
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each
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laudanum bath soap
Tobacco & Black Tea
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each

oracle bath soap
Fig, Spices & Musk
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each

smoke & mirrors bath soap
Rosemary & Patchouli
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each

timshel bath soap
Tobacco & Vanilla
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each

widdershins bath soap
Frankincense & Myrrh
Vegan and palm free. 5.5 oz.
MSRP: $8.00 each
Wholesale: $4.00 each

aged bourbon aftershave
Kentucky Single Barrel
Ultra-soothing and alcohol free.
5 oz amber glass bottle.
MSRP: $24.00 each
Wholesale: $12.00 each

wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.
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dust shaker aftershave
Mahogany & Sandalwood
Ultra-soothing and alcohol free.
5 oz amber glass bottle.
MSRP: $24.00 each
Wholesale: $12.00 each

fortunato aftershave
Pine, Smoke & Whiskey
Ultra-soothing and alcohol free.
5 oz amber glass bottle.
MSRP: $24.00 each
Wholesale: $12.00 each

laudanum aftershave
Tobacco & Black Tea
Ultra-soothing and alcohol free.
5 oz amber glass bottle.
MSRP: $24.00 each
Wholesale: $12.00 each

sentinel aftershave
Leather
Ultra-soothing and alcohol free.
5 oz amber glass bottle.
MSRP: $24.00 each
Wholesale: $12.00 each

step right up aftershave
Cedar, Saffron & Vetyver
Ultra-soothing and alcohol free.
5 oz amber glass bottle.
MSRP: $24.00 each
Wholesale: $12.00 each

timshel aftershave
Tobacco & Vanilla
Ultra-soothing and alcohol free.
5 oz amber glass bottle.
MSRP: $24.00 each
Wholesale: $12.00 each

wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.
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aged bourbon beard oil
Kentucky Single Barrel
1 oz amber glass bottle with 
dropper cap.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

dust shaker beard oil
Mahogany & Sandalwood
1 oz amber glass bottle with 
dropper cap.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

fortunato beard oil
Pine, Smoke & Whiskey
1 oz amber glass bottle with 
dropper cap.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

laudanum beard oil
Tobacco & Black Tea
1 oz amber glass bottle with 
dropper cap.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

original beard oil
Unscented
1 oz amber glass bottle with 
dropper cap.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.

whisker wax
Available in 8 Scents
1 oz beard wax in silver metal 
screw top container.
MSRP: $21.00 each
Wholesale: $10.50 each
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step right up beard oil
Cedar, Saffron & Vetyver
1 oz amber glass bottle with 
dropper cap.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

timshel beard oil
Tobacco & Vanilla
1 oz amber glass bottle with 
dropper cap.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

boheme scented balm
Vanilla Oak
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

cloven scented balm
Amber, Sandalwood & Vanilla
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

aged bourbon scented 
balm
Kentucky Single Barrel
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.

sentinel beard oil
Leather
1 oz amber glass bottle with 
dropper cap.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each
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elyria scented balm
Earl Grey & Lavender
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

gypsy caravan scented 
balm
Pomegranate Valencia
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

fiji mermaid scented balm
The Briny Deep
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

fortunato scented balm
Pine, Smoke & Whiskey
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

laudanum scented balm
Tobacco & Black Tea
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.

dust shaker scented balm
Mahogany & Sandalwood
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each
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sentinel scented balm
Leather
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

smoke & mirrors scented 
balm
Rosemary Patchouli
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

step right up scented balm
Cedar, Saffron & Vetiver
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

timshel scented balm
Tobacco & Vanilla
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

widdershins scented balm
Frankincense & Myrrh
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each

wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.

oracle scented balm
Fig, Spices & Musk
1 oz solid unisex perfume/cologne 
in silver metal screw top container.
MSRP: $16.00 each
Wholesale: $8.00 each
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elyria lotion
Earl Grey & Lavender
8 oz hand and body lotion
in a plastic amber bottle.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

fiji mermaid lotion
The Briny Deep
8 oz hand and body lotion
in a plastic amber bottle.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

fortunato lotion
Pine, Smoke & Whiskey
8 oz hand and body lotion
in a plastic amber bottle.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

laudanum lotion
Tobacco & Black Tea
8 oz hand and body lotion
in a plastic amber bottle.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

oracle lotion
Fig, Spices & Musk
8 oz hand and body lotion
in a plastic amber bottle.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.

aged bourbon lotion
Kentucky Single Barrel
8 oz hand and body lotion
in a plastic amber bottle.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each
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widdershins lotion
Frankincense & Myrrh
8 oz hand and body lotion
in a plastic amber bottle.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each

boheme perfume oil spray
Vanilla Oak
30 ml unisex spray perfume/
cologe in clear glass bottle.
MSRP: $30.00 each
Wholesale: $15.00 each

cloven perfume oil spray
Amber, Sandalwood & Vanilla
30 ml unisex spray perfume/
cologe in clear glass bottle.
MSRP: $30.00 each
Wholesale: $15.00 each

elyria perfume oil spray
Earl Grey & Lavender
30 ml unisex spray perfume/
cologe in clear glass bottle.
MSRP: $30.00 each
Wholesale: $15.00 each

wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.

fiji mermaid perfume
oil spray
The Briny Deep
30 ml unisex spray perfume/
cologe in clear glass bottle.
MSRP: $30.00 each
Wholesale: $15.00 each

step right up lotion
Cedar, Saffron & Vetyver
8 oz hand and body lotion
in a plastic amber bottle.
MSRP: $18.00 each
Wholesale: $9.00 each
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wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.

oracle perfume oil spray
Fig, Spices & Musk
30 ml unisex spray perfume/
cologe in clear glass bottle.
MSRP: $30.00 each
Wholesale: $15.00 each

laudanum perfume
oil spray
Tobacco & Black Tea
30 ml unisex spray perfume/
cologe in clear glass bottle.
MSRP: $30.00 each
Wholesale: $15.00 each

step right up perfume
oil spray
Cedar, Saffron and Vetyver
30 ml unisex spray perfume/
cologe in clear glass bottle.
MSRP: $30.00 each
Wholesale: $15.00 each

timshel perfume oil spray
Tobacco & Vanilla
30 ml unisex spray perfume/
cologe in clear glass bottle.
MSRP: $30.00 each
Wholesale: $15.00 each

gypsy caravan perfume
oil spray
Pomegranate Valencia
30 ml unisex spray perfume/
cologe in clear glass bottle.
MSRP: $30.00 each
Wholesale: $15.00 each
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product name minimum price
each qty total

bath soap Aged Bourbon 4 units $4.00

bath soap Elyria 4 units $4.00

bath soap Fortunato 4 units $4.00

bath soap Geek Scrub 4 units $4.00

bath soap Gypsy Caravan 4 units $4.00

bath soap Head Over Heels 4 units $4.00

bath soap Laudanum 4 units $4.00

bath soap Oracle 4 units $4.00

bath soap Smoke & Mirrors 4 units $4.00

bath soap Timshel 4 units $4.00

bath soap Widdershins 4 units $4.00

aftershave Aged Bourbon 5 units $12.00

aftershave Dust Shaker 5 units $12.00

aftershave Fortunato 5 units $12.00

aftershave Laudanum 5 units $12.00

aftershave Sentinel 5 units $12.00

aftershave Step Right Up 5 units $12.00

aftershave Timshel 5 units $12.00

beard oil Original 5 units $9.00

beard oil Aged Bourbon 5 units $9.00

beard oil Dust Shaker 5 units $9.00
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beard oil Fortunato 5 units $9.00

beard oil Laudanum 5 units $9.00

beard oil Sentinel 5 units $9.00

beard oil Step Right Up 5 units $9.00

beard oil Timshel 5 units $9.00

scented balm Aged Bourbon 5 units $8.00

scented balm Boheme 5 units $8.00

scented balm Cloven 5 units $8.00

scented balm Dust Shaker 5 units $8.00

scented balm Elyria 5 units $8.00

scented balm Fiji Mermaid 5 units $8.00

scented balm Fortunato 5 units $8.00

scented balm Gypsy Caravan 5 units $8.00

scented balm Laudanum 5 units $8.00

scented balm Oracle 5 units $8.00

scented balm Sentinel 5 units $8.00

scented balm Smoke & Mirrors 5 units $8.00

scented balm Step Right Up 5 units $8.00

scented balm Timshel 5 units $8.00

scented balm Widdershins 5 units $8.00
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product name minimum price
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lotion Aged Bourbon 5 units $9.00

lotion Elyria 5 units $9.00

lotion Fiji Mermaid 5 units $9.00

lotion Fortunato 5 units $9.00

lotion Laudanum 5 units $9.00

lotion Oracle 5 units $9.00

lotion Step Right Up 5 units $9.00

lotion Widdershins 5 units $9.00

perfume oil spray Boheme 5 units $15.00

perfume oil spray Cloven 5 units $15.00

perfume oil spray Elyria 5 units $15.00

perfume oil spray Fiji Mermaid 5 units $15.00

perfume oil spray Gypsy Caravan 5 units $15.00

perfume oil spray Laudanum 5 units $15.00

perfume oil spray Oracle 5 units $15.00

perfume oil spray Step Right Up 5 units $15.00

perfume oil spray Timshel 5 units $15.00
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Subtotal before shipping:

product name minimum price
each qty total

whisker wax Aged Bourbon 5 units $10.50

whisker wax Boheme 5 units $10.50

whisker wax Dust Shaker 5 units $10.50

whisker wax Fortunato 5 units $10.50

whisker wax Laudanum 5 units $10.50

whisker wax Sentinel 5 units $10.50

whisker wax Step Right Up 5 units $10.50

whisker wax Timshel 5 units $10.50
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payment method:          Credit Card    Invoice

Notes:

I understand the wholesale terms as set forth by Madame Scodioli and understand 
that all orders placed will be governed by these policies.

payment terms For immediate processing, fill out the credit card information section below. For other 
payment options, simply leave this section blank and check the invoice option. An invoice will be sent to you 
within three business days.

wholesale terms Prepayment required via Visa, MC, Discover, Amex or PayPal. Domestic shipping via USPS 
or UPS from Salina Kansas within 7-10 business days of order placement. $200 minimum for opening orders, 
$100 for subsequent orders. One free tester per item (excluding soap) included for opening orders only.

Billing Address (if different)

Delivery Address

Phone     Email Address     Resale or Tax ID

Store Name         Sales Rep

Date          PO No.               Invoice No.

Name on Credit Card

Card Number         Expiration   CVV Code                  

Buyer Signature
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